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To be a leading global company
leveraging the power of innovation
to realize an information society
friendly to humans and the earth
NEC Group Corporate
Philosophy

NEC strives through “C&C” to help
advance societies worldwide
toward deepened mutual understanding
and the fulfillment of human potential.
“C&C”: The integration of Computers and Communications

NEC aims to ensure the sustainable development of society
and the NEC Group by implementing The NEC Way.
It is crucial that companies recognize that their existence is
premised on society, and at the same time is part and parcel of
the global environment that is precious to all forms of life on the
earth. NEC seeks to realize “an information society friendly to
humans and the earth,” as set forth in the NEC Group Vision
2017 based on its Corporate Philosophy. To this end, in the
course of daily operations, every employee will rigorously adhere

to corporate ethics and compliance standards, practice the NEC
Group Core Values (what we value and base our behavior on),
and help solve issues faced by customers and society.
Our important social responsibilities also include ensuring full
accountability through the active disclosure of information on
the results of our CSR initiatives and related issues, and
communicating with stakeholders to improve our corporate
activities and build trust.
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TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS
In fiscal 2012, NEC was unable to achieve its initial business targets for the fiscal year mainly because of the major
upheaval in the economic environment due to fiscal crisis in various European countries, the appreciation of the
yen, and the impact of the Great East Japan Earthquake and the flooding in Thailand. Another factor was the
impact of Japan’s tax reforms. In light of these circumstances, NEC has decided not to pay a year-end dividend for
fiscal 2012 following management’s decision not to pay an interim dividend. We deeply regret that we must report
this decision to our shareholders.
In fiscal 2012, although consolidated net sales decreased 2.5% year on year to ¥3,036.8 billion, consolidated
operating income improved ¥15.9 billion from the previous fiscal year to ¥73.7 billion. However, our bottom line was
impacted by several factors, including a review of deferred tax assets reflecting Japan’s tax reforms and financial
results for fiscal 2012, and the recording of business structure improvement expenses. As a result, NEC posted a
consolidated net loss of ¥110.3 billion, ¥97.7 billion worse than the net loss result in the previous fiscal year.
In February 2010, NEC unveiled its Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012—Beyond boundaries, Toward our Vision.” Under
this plan, NEC has striven to implement speedier management to drive business expansion, with the view to
achieving its net sales target of ¥4 trillion in fiscal 2013. However, NEC has been unable to deliver adequate results
due to the onset of an increasingly severe business environment surrounding the company, compounded by abrupt
shifts in the economic environment. In light of these conditions, we have started restructuring challenged business
areas through measures including personnel reductions, to ensure that we generate stable profits based on the
current level of sales. These measures are directed at transforming NEC into a profitable enterprise. Furthermore,
the NEC Group intends to implement reforms designed to transform itself into a cash flow-driven
enterprise with four core businesses, namely the IT Services business, Carrier Network
business, Social Infrastructure business and Energy business. Our overriding goal is to
enhance corporate value.
We would appreciate your continued support and understanding as we work to
reach our goals.
June 2012

Nobuhiro Endo
President, NEC Corporation
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Financial Highlights
NEC Corporation and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012

Millions of yen
2008

2009

2010

2011

For the year:
Net sales ���������������������������������������������������������������������������
Overseas sales �������������������������������������������������������������������
Percentage of overseas sales to consolidated net sales (%)
Operating income (loss) �����������������������������������������������������
Ordinary income (loss) �������������������������������������������������������
Net income (loss) ���������������������������������������������������������������

¥4,617,153
1,155,749
25.0
156,765
112,240
22,681

¥4,215,603
934,469
22.2
(6,201)
(93,171)
(296,646)

¥3,583,148
712,886
19.9
50,905
49,429
11,428

¥3,115,424
479,349
15.4
57,820
41
(12,518)

Cash flows from operating activities �����������������������������������
Cash flows from investing activities �����������������������������������
Free cash flows �����������������������������������������������������������������

192,302
(135,760)
56,542

27,359
(173,167)
(145,808)

134,816
(41,241)
93,575

33,660
(146,244)
(112,584)

R&D expenses �������������������������������������������������������������������
Capital expenditures (property, plant and equipment) ���������
Depreciation (property, plant and equipment) ���������������������

352,200
122,577
147,779

346,529
103,142
133,624

275,970
83,098
111,167

176,514
52,850
62,097

Per share data (in yen and U.S. dollars):
Net income (loss) �����������������������������������������������������������
Diluted net income ���������������������������������������������������������
Cash dividends ���������������������������������������������������������������

11.06
10.64
8.00

(146.64)
–
0.00

5.04
4.91
4.00

(4.82)
–
0.00

At year-end:
Total assets �����������������������������������������������������������������������
Owner’s equity �������������������������������������������������������������������
Return on equity (%) ���������������������������������������������������������
Owner’s equity ratio (%) �����������������������������������������������������
Interest-bearing debt ���������������������������������������������������������
Debt-equity ratio (times) �����������������������������������������������������

3,526,795
1,004,221
2.2
28.5
800,843
0.80

3,075,378
641,654
–
20.9
925,163
1.44

2,937,644
790,904
1.6
26.9
729,548
0.92

2,628,931
757,054
–
28.8
675,798
0.89

Number of employees �������������������������������������������������������
Number of consolidated subsidiaries ���������������������������������

152,922
334

143,327
328

142,358
310

115,840
283

Notes: 1. U.S. dollar amounts are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥82 = U.S.$1.
2. Net income (loss) per share is calculated based on the weighted-average number of shares outstanding during each period.
3. Owner’s equity is the sum of total shareholders’ equity and total valuation and translation adjustments.
4. The debt-equity ratio is calculated by dividing interest-bearing debt by owner’s equity.

Net sales, Percentage of
overseas sales to
consolidated net sales

Operating income (loss),
Operating income ratio

Net income (loss),
Net income ratio

Owner’s equity,
Owner’s equity ratio

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

200.0

30.0

6,000.0

156.8
4,617.2

150.0

4,215.6

4,000.0

25.0%

1,004.2

20.0

0.5%

790.9

800.0

3,583.1
22.2%

1,200.0
22.7

3,115.4 3,036.8

100.0

3.4%

19.9%
15.4%

15.9%

50.9

50.0
1.4%

2,000.0
0

–6.2

57.8

73.7
2.4%

10.0

1.9%

–0.1%

–0.4%

0

–12.5
–7.0%
–296.6

0

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

	Net sales
	Percentage of overseas sales to
consolidated net sales
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–50.0

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Operating income (loss)
	Operating income ratio

641.7
28.5%

11.4
0.3%

–300.0

26.9%

657.0
28.8%
25.7%

20.9%

–3.6%
–110.3

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Net income (loss)
	Net income ratio

400.0

757.1

0

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
(At year-end)

	Owner’s equity
	Owner’s equity ratio

Overview of Business Results for the Fiscal Year
Ended March 2012
Millions of
U.S. dollars
2012

Percent
change
2012/2011

2012

Net sales

¥3,036.8 billion (down 2.5% year on year)

Net sales were ¥3,036.8 billion, down ¥78.6 billion year on year, despite higher
sales in the Carrier Network, IT Services and Social Infrastructure businesses.
This decrease mainly reflected lower sales in the Personal Solutions business
primarily due to the deconsolidation of the PC business for individual customers.
Excluding the influence from the business no longer being consolidated, net sales
increased by around 1% year on year.

¥3,036,836
481,492
15.9
73,742
42,050
(110,267)

$37,035
5,872
899
513
(1,345)

27.5
–
–

83,857
(49,706)
34,151

1,023
(606)
416

149.1
–
–

Operating income ¥73.7 billion (improved ¥15.9 billion year on year)
Net loss
–¥110.3 billion (¥97.7 billion worse year on year)

161,968
41,980
53,306

1,975
512
650

–8.2
–20.6
–14.2

(42.44)
–
0.00

(0.52)
–
0.00

–
–
–

NEC posted an operating income of ¥73.7 billion. This primarily reflected higher
earnings year on year in the IT Services and Carrier Network businesses.
NEC posted a net loss of ¥110.3 billion, ¥97.7 billion worse than in the previous
fiscal year, despite lower equity in losses of affiliates. This result mainly reflected
the recording of business structure improvement expenses as special losses and
an increase in deferred income taxes due to the review of deferred tax assets
reflecting tax reforms in Japan and financial results for fiscal 2012.

2,557,570
656,956
–
25.7
692,734
1.05

31,190
8,012

–2.7
–13.2

–2.5%
0.4

8,448

Segment Sales (Composition)
Others
223.2 billion yen
(7%)
Personal Solutions
Business
661.0
billion yen
(22%)

2.5

Carrier Network
Business
56.1

IT Services Business
816.9 billion yen
(27%)
Platform
Business
372.4
billion yen
(12%)

Fiscal 2012
net sales:
¥3,036.8 billion

Social
Infrastructure
Business
330.4
billion yen
(11%)

109,102
265

Segment Operating Income

Carrier Network
Business
633.0
billion yen
(21%)

billion yen

IT Services
Business
39.5
billion yen

Social
Infrastructure
Business
16.2
billion yen Personal
Others
Solutions
7.1
Business billion
yen
1.0

Platform
Business
5.2

billion yen

billion yen

Note: Expenses other than the above include
general and administrative expenses of divisions
that are not affiliated with any segment and basic
research and fundamental development expenses.

Interest-bearing debt,
Debt-equity ratio

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio

Capital expenditures

Cash flows

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

1,000.0

400.0

925.2
800.8

800.0

150.0
352.2

1.44
times 729.5
675.8

692.7

346.5

300.0

276.0

400.0

1.05
times
0.80
times

0.92
times

200.0

0.89
times

7.6%

8.2%

7.7%

200.0

103.1

100.0
600.0

300.0
122.6

176.5

134.8

83.1

100.0

162.0
52.9

5.7%

5.3%

50.0

93.6

0

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
(At year-end)

	Interest-bearing debt
	Debt-equity ratio

0

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

	R&D expenses
	R&D expenses ratio

0

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

–200.0

34.2

33.7

–41.2
–135.8

0

83.9

56.5
27.4

42.0

100.0

200.0

192.3

–145.8
–173.2

–49.7
–112.6
–146.2

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

	Cash flows from operating activities
	Cash flows from investing activities
	Free cash flows
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Management Perspective on
Business Strategies

Nobuhiro Endo
President, NEC Corporation

1. Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012” and Fiscal 2012 Results
2. Structural Reforms
3. Focus on Four Core Businesses
4. Restoring Trust and Improving Corporate Value
1. Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012” and Fiscal 2012 Results
Guided by the NEC Group Vision 2017, NEC aims
“to be a leading global company leveraging the

the global economy showed signs of a slowdown in

power of innovation to realize an information society

the pace of economic recovery, mainly due to the

friendly to humans and the earth.” In February

financial market turmoil accompanying the spread

2010, the NEC Group set its medium-term policy of

of the European debt crisis, the flooding in Thailand,

realizing the NEC Group Vision 2017 through

interest rate hikes in China, India and certain other

customer-driven solutions leveraging its competitive

countries aimed at taming inflation, and slow

strengths in the integration of IT and network.

improvement in employment and consumer

Accordingly, the NEC Group formulated its Mid-

spending in the U.S.

Term Growth Plan “V2012—Beyond boundaries,
Toward our Vision.”
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In fiscal 2012, the “V2012” plan’s second year,

The Japanese economy remained in a challenging

distribution sectors. In addition, NEC has obtained

condition, mainly due to the impact of the global

technologies and expertise by shifting its own core

economic slowdown, the persistently strong yen and

IT systems to a cloud environment. Harnessing

the flooding in Thailand. However, there were some

these strengths, NEC provided cloud-based

signs of recovery from the downturn caused by the

services underpinning customers’ core operation

Great East Japan Earthquake.

systems, such as the global accounting system for

In this business environment, as in fiscal 2011,

Sanden Corporation. NEC also began providing the

NEC continued to advance the three key initiatives

CONNEXIVE solution to realize services using

of the “V2012” plan: Focus on the “C&C Cloud

M2M*1 (Machine to Machine) communications

Strategy,” expand global business, and create new

technology, which is designed to integrate various

businesses. As we pursued these measures, we

sensors and devices over a network.
Another priority was to expand sales of cloud

also strove to speedily address shifts in the

services on a global basis. To this end, NEC worked

business environment.

to establish business and customer bases through
Focus on “C&C Cloud Strategy”

collaboration with local IT companies such as the

In fiscal 2012, NEC actively worked to provide

Neusoft Corporation Group of China and the STEE

secure and reliable cloud services by enhancing the

Group of Singapore.

range of its cloud services tailored to each type of
operation in government, manufacturing and retail

For telecom carriers, NEC continued to provide
communication infrastructure for high-speed,

“C&C Cloud”
Activities / Achievements

Government,
Public and
Healthcare
Retail and

● Digital signage solutions for UNIQLO
Services
(Fast Retailing Co., Ltd.)
● Accounting system for COOKPAD Inc.
● Cloud services of Internet reservation
data exchange for HOTEL CENTURY
SOUTHERN TOWER
Manufacturing
● SaaS-based e-ticket issuance and
authentication services for Entertainment
Plus Inc.
● Indirect material procurement services for
Cecile Co., Ltd.
● Collaboration with Nepon in agriculture
ICT cloud
● Global Accounting System for Sanden Corporation
● Content chemical management solution complying with the
REACH regulations for YASKAWA Electric Corporation
● Health management system for Seiko Epson Corporation
● Collaboration with Mitsubishi Electric Corporation in cloud
service business for manufacturing management systems
● Alliance with Obayashi Corporation and GRAPHISOFT SE in
Smart BIM Cloud

Finance
B

● Financial accounting cloud services
for 10 towns and villages in
Kanagawa Prefecture
● Unified communication system for
Ishigaki City and Taketomi Town in
Okinawa Prefecture
● Library system for Maebashi City and
Yamato City libraries
● Education information cloud for
education committee of Hiroshima City
● Private cloud for Tokai University
● Hybrid cloud for the University of
Tokushima
● SaaS-based electric medical records
system for Tamashima Daiichi Hospital
in Kurashiki City, Okayama Prefecture

Telecom
and Media
● Shipment of LTE base stations to
KDDI Corporation
● Launch of M2M Solution “CONNEXIVE”

● Launch of services from NEC Kansai 2nd
Data Center
● Launch of services from NEC Hokkaido Data
Center

*1 M2M stands for “Machine to Machine.” By exchanging data among network-connected machines, such as sensors, automobiles, vending
machines, home electric appliances, M2M technology is designed to gather information and control various equipment.
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large-capacity LTE-based mobile communication

services to subscribers and provides related

services to NTT DOCOMO, INC., as in the previous

operational support. Here, NEC began providing

fiscal year. In fiscal 2012, NEC began providing this

services to telecom carriers in such countries as

infrastructure to KDDI Corporation as well.

Thailand, Belarus and Argentina. In fiscal 2012,

Additionally, NEC entered into an agreement with

NEC reported overseas sales of ¥481.5 billion,

Cisco Systems, Inc. of the U.S. for collaboration on

representing 15.9% of consolidated net sales.

the deployment and sale of commercial LTE

Furthermore, NEC acquired Global View S.A., a

networks targeting global markets.

company with a strong track record in video
surveillance services in Argentina, with the view to

Expand Global Business

accelerating global business expansion of the public

In fiscal 2012, NEC promoted business

safety business. Moreover, NEC entered into an

development driven by local leadership primarily

agreement with Convergys Corporation of the U.S.

through regional management companies (regional

on the acquisition of its business support systems

headquarters) in five regions, namely North

(BSS) operations for telecom carriers. The purpose

America, Greater China, APAC (Asia Pacific), EMEA

of this acquisition is to enhance NEC’s services for

(Europe, Middle East, and Africa) and Latin America.

telecom carriers, primarily those overseas. BSS

NEC also worked to expand businesses such as

operations provide billing management, customer

submarine cable systems and the PASOLINK ultra-

support and other services to telecom carriers.

compact microwave communications system. In
the Carrier Cloud business, NEC builds platforms
needed by telecom carriers to provide cloud-based

GLOBAL BUSINESS ACTIVITIES / ACHIEVEMENTS

● Launch of SaaS business
application store with Mobile
TeleSystems OJSC
● Collaboration with Royal Philips
Electronics on digital pathology
systems
● Postal automation
system for Swiss Post

● Femtocell systems for Kuwait Zain
● Acquisition of activation business
from India Subex by NetCracker
● Launch of PASOLINK production
in India
● Partnership on cloud services with
Trimax IT Infrastructure & Services
Limited of India
● Establishment of NEC Mobile
Network Excellence Center in India
● Establishment of NEC Africa Ltd.
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●C
 ollaboration with Neusoft Corporation on
cloud services
●T
 ransport Management System for Beijing
P.G.F. Logistics Co., Ltd. in China
●C
 ollaboration with Jointown Pharmaceutical
Group Co., Ltd. on pharmaceutical logistics
management solutions
●A
 lliance with Korea’s Shinsegae
I&C Co., Ltd. and NICE
Information Service Co., Ltd. for
cloud service models that analyze
customer information
●S
 aaS cloud service for the Amata
Industrial Estate, Thailand
● Collaboration with Singapore STEE on
cloud services
● Advanced Postal automation systems
for POS Malaysia Berhad
● POS system for Alfamart, an
Indonesian retailer
● Submarine cable system
project: Asia Pacific Gateway
● Submarine cable system
project: South-East Asia Japan
Cable (SJC)
● Submarine cable system
project: Maldives

● iPASOLINK: NEC won
more than 200,000 orders
for the “iPASOLINK” series
on a cumulative basis as
of May 2012
● Digital signage solutions for UNIQLO
(Fast Retailing Co., Ltd.)
● Collaboration with Cisco
Systems, Inc. to build
commercial LTE networks
● Acquisition of the BSS
business of U.S.-based
Convergys Corporation
● Programmable Flow for
Genesis Hosting Solutions

● Participation in smart city
development in Brazil
● Establishment of NEC Latin
America S.A.
● Acquisition of Global View
S.A. of Argentina
● SaaS-based cloud services in
Argentina with Telefónica S.A.

Create New Businesses

NEC also worked toward achieving new city

In fiscal 2012, NEC worked together with Nissan

development initiatives utilizing information and

Motor Co., Ltd. to ensure steady mass production

communications technology (ICT). To this end, NEC

and shipments of electrodes for automotive lithium-

actively implemented a range of measures in

ion rechargeable batteries, a key component of

collaboration with various partners worldwide,

these batteries. In addition, NEC strove to actively

including participation in a smart city development

conduct trials aimed at enhancing the practicality

planned in a major Brazilian city, with the view to

and reliability of electric vehicle (EV) charging

build a new energy efficient society.

infrastructure, along with promoting related

In addition to implementing these measures to

standardization, in support of greater uptake of this

achieve the key initiatives of “V2012,” NEC made

infrastructure. NEC also commenced sales of cloud-

progress on other fronts to enhance the

based charging systems that reduce the workload of

competitiveness of its businesses. In the electronic

charging station operators through the provision of

component business, NEC TOKIN Corporation

cloud-based remote control and monitoring of

reached an agreement on forming a capital and

charging stations. For the household sector, NEC

business alliance with KEMET Corporation of the

began offering a Home Energy Management System

U.S. In addition, NEC integrated the domestic PC

(HEMS) that makes household power consumption

business with Lenovo Group Limited.

and electricity charges more visible using cloudbased services. NEC also launched sales of smallscale energy storage systems enabling households
to conserve power consumption.

NEW BUSINESS ACTIVITIES (SMART ENERGY)

EV Charging
Infrastructure

● Strategic partnership
with Enel Distribuzione
S.p.A. on the
development of the
Next-Generation Smart
Grid system

EVs

Smart Houses

Stores

BEMS

Power Supply
Side

● Launched cloud-based small-scale energy storage system
● Co-development of intelligent distribution panel with Seven-Eleven Japan Co., Ltd.
● Development and field trials of distributed energy management and control system technology using
storage batteries with ORIX Corporation
● Launched ultra-low power magnetic sensors for water and gas meters
● Launched cloud-based quick chargers and charging systems
● Launched Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
● Began demonstration project for Battery and Charger Integration Systems for next generation
service stations as part of Yokohama City’s “Yokohama Smart City Project”
● Developed new technology which more than doubles the life of manganese Li-ion rechargeable batteries
● Developed new power grid to easily introduce renewable energy with the University of Tokyo and the
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology

●E
 stablished “Smart City Promotion Office”
● Surveyed the
deployment of energy
●P
 articipated in “Smart City Project”
management
technologies for mobile
phone base stations in ● Basic research to realize ● Feasibility study of smart
● Participated in smart city
community for overseas
green township in
India
development in Brazil
market in Indonesia
Malaysia
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Nevertheless, the business environment

of the flooding in Thailand. Furthermore, we

surrounding NEC became even more challenging

reviewed deferred tax assets in light of Japan’s tax

than initially anticipated. For this reason, NEC

reforms and our business results for fiscal 2012.

finished fiscal 2012 on a disappointing note in terms

Consequently, for the second straight year, NEC

of business results. Operating income fell short of

recorded a net loss and decided to pay no annual

our initial ¥90 billion target, mainly reflecting the lack

dividend. As the president of NEC, I deeply regret

of competitiveness in smartphones, and the impact

these results.

(Billion ¥)

Net sales

FY2010/3

FY2011/3

Results

Results

FY2012/3
Initial plan

Results

3,115.4

712.9

479.3

481.5

19.9%*

15.4%

15.9%

Overseas sales
Overseas sales ratio
Operating income
Operating income ratio
Net income (loss)
Return on equity (ROE)

3,300.0

3,036.8

3,583.1

50.9

57.8

90.0

73.7

1.4%

1.9%

2.7%

2.4%

11.4

–12.5

15.0

–110.3

1.6%

–

–
* 15.6% excluding the semiconductor business

2. Structural Reforms
NEC has so far striven to drive business expansion
with the view to achieving its net sales target of ¥4

10,000 by the end of September 2012. These

trillion in fiscal 2013. However, in light of the strong

personnel should consist of around 7,000 staff

yen and other market factors and no likelihood of

members in Japan, including external contractors,

any sharp recovery in the economic environment or

and approximately 3,000 staff members overseas.

business conditions, we have decided to change

of its mobile phone business, such as outsourcing

effort to transform NEC into an enterprise that can

part of its domestic development and production to

generate stable operating income of more than

overseas companies. In the platform business, NEC

¥100 billion even with the current level of net sales

will promote alliances and collaboration with other

of ¥3 trillion. In line with this, in fiscal 2012, NEC

companies particularly in the fields of hardware

recorded an extraordinary loss of ¥40.5 billion for

including servers, with the aim of establishing a

business structure improvement expenses,

globally competitive business, while streamlining the

including personnel reductions.

NEC Group’s development and production

part of structural reforms aimed at making NEC a

NEC Corporation
Annual Report 2012

NEC will consider far-reaching structural reforms

our management policy. We are now making every

NEC will first implement personnel reductions as

09

NEC plans to reduce personnel by approximately

operations.
As a result of implementing cost reductions in

solidly profitable enterprise. At the same time, NEC

addition to these structural reforms, NEC is

will press ahead with structural reforms of

projecting a positive impact of ¥40.0 billion on

challenged business areas, such as the mobile

operating income in fiscal 2013, compared with

phone business and the platform business.

fiscal 2012.

3. Focus on Four Core Businesses
In addition to these structural reforms, NEC has

businesses. These businesses are expected to

positioned the IT Services business, the Carrier

generate stable cash flows going forward. In these

Network business, the Social Infrastructure

fields, NEC will concentrate investment particularly

business and the Energy business as its four core

on domains for which growth is anticipated.
Through this approach, NEC will strive to build a
new foundation for growth.

Energy

Devices and sensors

Social Infrastructure

Platforms

Carrier Network

IT Services

Cloud services

(1) IT Services Business
The market for IT services in Japan is gradually
recovering. Expectations are also rising for the creation
of new added value using big data processing
technology, which can process and analyze large

Initiatives to Expand Solutions to the Retail Distribution Sector

IT Services Business

In recent years, the retail distribution sector

an extensive track record in integrating

efficient marketing, and smart power

has been accelerating new initiatives utilizing

electronic money platform systems primarily

distribution boards that enable efficient power

ICT, such as developing multi-channel

in Japan. The technologies and expertise

consumption by making power usage in

operations by linking brick-and-mortar stores

developed through this wealth of experience

stores visible. Going forward, NEC seeks to

with online shops and conducting effective

have become a significant source of strength

develop solutions designed to offer more

marketing activities by analyzing purchasing

for NEC.

sophisticated added value to customers. For

behavior. This is in addition to utilizing ICT in

Furthermore, NEC has provided new

example, NEC plans to embed into POS

core operation fields for purposes such as

solutions harnessing cutting-edge

systems a compact sensor that can estimate

reducing costs and improving operating

technologies. For example, NEC has rolled

the age and gender of customers using its

efficiency. In the retail distribution industry,

out digital signage solutions that enable

world-acclaimed face recognition technology.

given that sales methods to consumers can
set companies apart from their competitors,
there are particularly high hopes for market
expansion in customer management,
settlement and other domains.
For the retail distribution sector, NEC
already supplies customers with traditional

Terminals at which electronic money can be used
for a variety of cards and coupons
Electronic money
Pre-paid
cards

Post-paid
cards

CRM services
Member
certificates

Coupons

Stamp
cards

Advertisements

Incentive
point
cards

solutions underpinning core operations, such
as ordering and procurement, inventory
management and store operations, as a
cloud-based service. Also, NEC already
provides POS systems, electronic money
platforms and other systems that provide an
interface with consumers. Building on its
track record of deliveries in Japan, NEC has
established a growing global track record,
highlighted by the delivery of POS systems
to major convenience store operators in
Indonesia and Mexico. Moreover, NEC has

NEC Corporation
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volumes of diverse data. In this context, NEC will work

mainly through alliances and collaboration with

to expand the services business based on its track

other companies.

record and expertise developed over the years, while

In addition to these measures, NEC will make

focusing on measures in domains where large IT

upfront investment in future growth. Investments will

investment is anticipated, such as smartphone-related

be focused on further upgrading and expanding cloud

capital investment, financial sector realignment, and

services, rapidly enhancing technologies such as big

large systems upgrade and replacement projects. In

data processing, and bolstering overseas business.

addition, NEC aims to win orders for projects related to
the recovery from the Great East Japan Earthquake, as

(2) Carrier Network Business

well as for national ID system projects in Japan and in

Demand is expanding for high-speed, large

emerging countries.

capacity communications systems on the back of

Furthermore, NEC will strive to expand its

burgeoning growth in data traffic driven by the

overseas business by building global systems that

popularization of smartphones. Business models

are increasingly needed by Japanese companies

are also changing rapidly. For example, telecom

moving into overseas markets. At the same time,

carriers are now providing their own cloud services.

NEC will enhance its overseas business foundations

In this climate, NEC is working to increase sales of

Aiming for Global Expansion of the Services and Management Field

Carrier Network Business

In the Carrier Network business, NEC will

Technology Corp. in 2008, NEC has steadily

both companies. In parallel, NEC will provide

continue to concentrate business resources

increased sales centered on OSS

services that fit the needs of the

in four areas: wireless broadband access,

operations. Through the latest acquisition of

communications industry by establishing the

mobile backhaul, submarine cable systems,

the BSS operations of Convergys

next-generation of OSS/BSS solutions, as it

and services and management. In these

Corporation, NEC now has a framework in

endeavors to expand this business globally.

areas, NEC can demonstrate its unique

place for providing total solutions that fuse

strengths, and high market growth is

the strengths of both companies.

expected. Among the four areas, services
and management involves providing

Going forward, NEC will strive to increase
sales by leveraging the product lineups of

*1 	OSS/BSS (Operation Support Systems / Business Support
Systems): Collectively refers to network operation support
systems (OSS) and business support systems (BSS) including
billing management and customer support management.

telecom service providers with mainly
software and consulting services designed

Service and management is a growing field

to provide platforms for launching new
services or reduce operation and
management costs. It is an area that is
expected to grow at a faster pace than the
growth rate for capital investment in

Change in the access and
transport market (global)

Change in the service and
management market (global)

(Billions of U.S. dollars)

(Billions of U.S. dollars)

CAGR 4%

100

communication infrastructure equipment.
OSS/BSS* is expected to see particularly
1

75

77

81

85

89

75

100

CAGR 8%

high growth overseas, because these
systems enable the integrated operation and
management of increasingly complex

72

75
57

50

50

25

25

61

77

66

networks. From the standpoint of enhancing
services and raising cost efficiency, demand
is growing for the next-generation of
products that will enable unified operations
by integrating OSS and BSS.
Since the acquisition of NetCracker
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

(At year-end)
Estimated by NEC based on projections of various
companies.

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

(At year-end)
Estimated by NEC based on projections of various
companies.

communications infrastructure for LTE services to

Corporation of the U.S. in order to enhance service

Japanese telecom carriers, while promoting sales to

operations for overseas telecom carriers. In addition

overseas telecom carriers through collaboration

to these measures, NEC plans to increase upfront

with other companies. Efforts are also focused on

investment in future growth, in such areas as next-

expanding NEC’s market share by enhancing the

generation operational support systems (OSS) and

product competitiveness of its ultra-compact

business support systems (BSS), carrier cloud, and

microwave communications system, PASOLINK.

OpenFlow technology.

Additionally, in submarine cable systems, NEC will
steadily execute large projects and seismic

(3) Social Infrastructure Business

observation system projects. Another priority is to

In Japan, business opportunities are being spawned

make the most of the business support system

by developments including the rebuilding of social

(BSS) operations acquired from Convergys

infrastructure systems in association with disaster

Creating a Safety Business Through a Multi-Faceted
Combination of Technology Assets

Social Infrastructure Business

NEC positions the Social Infrastructure

created through the processing and analysis

we can deliver social infrastructure solutions

business, which helps to achieve a secure and

of such data to aid decision-making. NEC

totally unique to NEC.

reliable society, as one of its four core

possesses core technologies in sensing,

businesses. To develop advanced social

networking, information processing and other

range of sensing technologies such as high-

infrastructure, it is crucial to cover the entire

areas that underpin such infrastructure. NEC

sensitivity infrared sensors that can image

sequence of events from gathering data about

has also developed systems integration

objects through the detection of infrared

the real world using sensing technology, to

technology in the course of numerous large-

radiation, and high-sensitivity cameras that

efficiently transmitting the gathered data over

scale systems integration projects. By taking

can take color pictures even in brightness

networks, and using the new added value

full advantage of these assets, we believe that

settings as dim as starlight, as well as

To illustrate, NEC possesses a broad

underwater sensors that can detect intruders
based on underwater acoustics and other

Illustration of Harbor Security System
Emergency mobile
network

factors. NEC combines these sensors with

X-info Table integrated information
monitoring and analysis support solution

technical advances such as video analysis
AEROEYE

technologies that detect people and
behavior in real time based on NEC’s
network technology and video surveillance
technology. As a result, NEC is able to
provide optimal solutions for the surveillance

Unmanned
compact aerial
surveillance vehicle

Surveillance system
for suspicious vehicles/
persons

of key facilities that require a particularly
sophisticated level of security, such as
airports, railways, power plants and harbors.
By taking these solutions to an even higher
level, NEC believes that it may be able to

Biometrics
identification (face
and fingerprint)

Imaging sensor
Sensors installed
on seafloor

Maritime visualization system

predict and forecast systems disruptions and
incidents, as well as crime, in the future.
In the safety field, including facility
surveillance and disaster prevention systems,
NEC will accelerate the development of new
solutions that integrate its technology assets,
with the goal of developing smart social
infrastructure worldwide in the coming years.
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recovery efforts, regional restructuring of fire and

(4) Energy Business

disaster prevention systems, digitization of wireless

Smart city projects and measures to make more

communications networks and upgrades to the

efficient use of energy are becoming increasingly

second generation of ETC equipment. By steadily

prominent around the world. Accordingly, this field

capturing demand for these sorts of projects, NEC

has immense growth potential. NEC aims to

aims to ensure a steady operating base.

generate new business through proactive

Globally, there is heightened demand for reliable

participation in smart city projects in various

and secure social infrastructure designed to prevent

countries worldwide. At the same time, NEC will

terrorism and crime, and predict natural disasters,

take steps to expand business focusing on the

among other ends. To address these needs, NEC

electrode business for automotives, small energy

will endeavor to create businesses in public safety

storage systems, and Home Energy Management

fields based on its business assets. Examples

Systems (HEMS). Eyeing growth over the medium

include surveillance systems for key facilities such

term, NEC will develop a smart energy business

as airports and harbors, and disaster prevention

framework that integrates development,

systems. Efforts will also be directed at

manufacturing and sales. This will enable NEC to

strengthening the operating base with an emphasis

create an energy service business that fuses its

on profitability, with the aim of driving the expansion

energy components and ICT.

of these businesses.

Toward the Full-Scale Expansion of the Smart Energy Business
NEC is focusing on the smart energy

In April 2012, eyeing further business

business, which will contribute to achieving a

expansion going forward, NEC established

low-carbon society, with the aim of creating

the Smart Energy Business Operations Unit,

“an information society friendly to humans

which will centralize the Company’s assets

and the earth.” NEC’s greatest strength in

related to development, manufacturing and

this field is that it possesses both ICT,

sales in the smart energy domain, with the

including computer, network and cloud

view to bolster business development

technologies, and energy component

capabilities and speed up business

technology, such as energy storage systems

expansion. In July 2012, NEC began

and charging systems for EV/PHV* .

shipping a cloud-based small-scale energy

1

Leveraging this strength, NEC is working

storage system that is remotely supported

to create new businesses by teaming up

24/7, 365-days a year. Through these and

with partners in various fields across different

other products, NEC will strive to create

industries and fusing one another’s

products and services that further integrate

specialties and expertise. NEC has already

energy components and ICT.

commercialized electrodes for automotive

Cloud-based small-scale energy storage system
fitted with rechargeable lithium-ion batteries

To answer global needs for more efficient

lithium-ion rechargeable batteries, and small-

energy usage, NEC will accelerate the

scale energy storage systems. In addition,

launch of the smart energy business, with

NEC has commercialized cloud-based

the goal of helping to build a new energy-

HEMS and cloud-based charging

efficient society.

infrastructure. Moreover, NEC is also actively
promoting field trials aimed at
commercializing energy storage systems for
buildings and commercial facilities, as well as
for the power transmission grid.

13
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Energy Business

*1 Plug-in hybrid vehicle

4. Restoring Trust and Improving Corporate Value
In fiscal 2013, emerging countries are expected to

the very end. By doing so, we aim to restore the

maintain high economic growth, despite concerns

trust of shareholders and other investors.

about economic weakness in developed countries

Furthermore, NEC will focus on key fields

centered on Europe. In Japan, market conditions

centered on its four core businesses, with the aim

are projected to recover gradually, primarily due to

of improving its corporate value. Efforts will be

demand related to the recovery from the Great East

concentrated on creating and winning new business

Japan Earthquake. However, the prevailing foreign

opportunities to drive global business expansion.

exchange rate levels are highly likely to persist for

Looking ahead, NEC will continue to make every

some time. In light of these factors, there are no

effort to “realize an information society friendly to

prospects for any rapid recovery in market

humans and the earth.” We ask for your continued

conditions. In this context, NEC’s first priority is to

support and understanding as we endeavor to

achieve its business forecasts and resume

reach this goal.

dividends by seeing structural reforms through to

NEC Corporation
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At a Glance
NEC Corporation and Consolidated Subsidiaries
From April 1, 2012, NEC has reclassified its segments. Figures are based on the new segment classification.
Net sales, operating income and the net sales ratio for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012 have been reclassified to conform to the new segment presentation.

IT Solutions Business

1,189.2
44.8

Carrier
Network
Business

Net sales

billion yen

Net sales

Operating
income

billion yen

Operating
income

Composition
of sales

39%

Composition
of sales

Major Products and Services
Platform

 Systems Integration
(Systems Implementation, Consulting)
 Maintenance and Support
 Outsourcing (Data Center Services, IT
Operation Management)/Cloud Services

 IT Platforms
Hardware
PC Servers, UNIX Servers,
Mainframes, Supercomputers,
Storage and ATMs
Software
Integrated Operation Management,
Application Server, Security,
Operating System (OS) and
Database Software
 Enterprise Network Solutions
IP Telephony Systems, WAN/Wireless
Access Equipment, LAN Products

n	Government/Public/Healthcare:
Systems for Central Government
Ministries, Electric Medical Record
Systems
n	Finance/Telecom/Media:
Bank Settlement Systems, Systems for
Broadcasters

billion yen
billion yen

20%

Major Products and Services

IT Services

Solutions by Business Sector/
Industry

602.7
50.6

n	Manufacturing:
Production Management Systems, Sales
Management Systems

 Network Infrastructure
(Wireless Communications Systems,
Fixed-line Communications Systems)
Backbone Network Systems
Optical Transmission Systems,
Submarine Cable Systems,
Routers/Switches
Access Network Systems
Wireless Broadband Access
(Mobile Phone Base Stations),
Mobile Backhaul (“PASOLINK”),
Broadband Access (FTTx)
 Services & Management
Network Operation Support Systems
(OSS)/Business Support Systems
(BSS), Network Control Platform
Systems, Network Service Delivery
Platform Systems

n	Retail/Services:
Retails Systems for Stores and Head
Offices, Distribution Management Systems

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries
NEC Soft, Ltd.
NEC System Technologies, Ltd.
NEC Nexsolutions, Ltd.
NEC Fielding, Ltd.
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Major Consolidated Subsidiaries
NEC Infrontia Corporation
NEC Computertechno, Ltd.

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries
NEC Network Products, Ltd.
NEC Communication Systems, Ltd.
NEC Networks & System Integration Corporation

Social
Infrastructure
Business
Net sales
Operating
income

Composition
of sales

330.4
16.2

Personal
Solutions
Business

billion yen

Net sales

billion yen

Operating
income

11%

Composition
of sales

Others

661.0
1.0

billion yen

Net sales

billion yen

Operating
income

22%

Composition
of sales

253.5
11.1

billion yen
billion yen

8%

Major Products and Services

Major Products and Services

Major Products and Services

 Broadcasting and Video Distribution
Systems
Digital Terrestrial TV Transmitters, Studio
Systems
 Control Systems
Postal/Logistics Automation Systems,
ITS Telematics Systems, Industry
Computers
 Transportation and Public Network
Systems
Train Radio Systems, Smart Building
Management Systems
 Fire and Disaster Prevention Systems
Fire-fighting Command Systems,
Disaster Prevention Radio Systems
 Aerospace and Defense Systems
Air Traffic Control Systems, Satellite
Systems, Uncooled Infrared Sensors

 Smartphones and Mobile Phones
 Business PCs
 Tablet Devices
 Mobile Routers and Wireless Routers
 “BIGLOBE” Internet Services
 Display Solutions
(Monitors, Projectors, Public Displays for
Digital Signage)

 Smart Energy
Electrodes/Energy Storage Systems
Energy Management Systems
EV/PHV Charging Infrastructure
Solutions for Utilities
 Lighting Equipment

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries
NEC Engineering, Ltd.
NEC TOSHIBA Space Systems, Ltd.
NEC Network and Sensor Systems, Ltd.
Nippon Avionics Co., Ltd.

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries
NEC CASIO Mobile Communications, Ltd.
NEC Access Technica, Ltd.
NEC BIGLOBE, Ltd.
NEC Embedded Products, Ltd.
NEC Display Solutions, Ltd.
NEC Mobiling, Ltd.

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries
NEC Energy Devices, Ltd.
NEC Lighting, Ltd.
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Review of operations
IT Solutions Business
NEC provides a range of IT services covering system integration,
maintenance and support, operation and outsourcing, as well as cloud
services. NEC also supplies the platforms essential to the development of IT
systems and enterprise network systems, such as servers, storage, software
and IP telephony systems. Using its extensive experience in developing
highly reliable systems backed by state-of-the-art IT and network
technologies, NEC aims to realize an information society friendly to humans
and the earth.
Takaaki Shimizu
Senior Vice President

FISCAL 2012 PERFORMANCE AND MAIN
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

medical record service for medical institutions.

Business segment sales increased 0.8% year on year to

integration of private cloud systems for educational

¥1,189.2 billion. This increase mainly reflected steady

institutions such as Tokai University, and integration of

growth in the IT services business, mostly to government

business systems infrastructure for All Nippon Airways,

agencies, local governments, medical institutions and the

Co., Ltd.

Furthermore, NEC steadily built up its track record of

manufacturing sector. This was despite lower sales in the

In the platform business, NEC’s “UNIVERGE PF Series”

platform business, centered on hardware, primarily due to

(ProgrammableFlow), the world’s first next generation

the impact of the flooding in Thailand.

network products equipped with the new network control

Operating income improved ¥14.5 billion year on year to

technology OpenFlow, attracted considerable attention.

¥44.8 billion. This improvement was mainly due to higher

Given the extremely strong customer interest in these

sales, fewer unprofitable projects and cost reductions in

products, which substantially reduce network operation

the IT services business, which outweighed lower earnings

and management costs, NEC supplied “UNIVERGE PF

in the platform business due to lower sales and the impact

Series” products to enterprises and data center operators

of the flooding in Thailand.

worldwide. In addition, the “UNIVERGE PF Series” received

In fiscal 2012, in the IT services business, NEC remained

the “Best of Interop 2012” award at Interop Las Vegas

focused on increasing sales of Software as a Service

2012. In other areas, NEC has received many accolades

(SaaS) for specific business sectors and operations.

from customers for its platform products supporting cloud

Examples included finance, accounting and payroll

computing. For example, NEC’s PC server “Express5800

management systems for 10 local government bodies in

series” achieved the No. 1 share*1 in the Japanese market

Kanagawa Prefecture, and a SaaS-based electronic

for the 16th consecutive year. NEC’s core cloud platform

Sales

Operating income,
Operating income ratio

R&D expenses*,
R&D expenses ratio*

Capital expenditures*

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

1,200.0

60.0

60.0

1,500.0
1,180.0

1,189.2

8.0
46.7

44.8

900.0

2011

2012

3.9%

30.3

4.0

3.8%

600.0
20.0

20.0

2.6%

2.0

300.0

0

6.7

6.0

4.0%

40.0

40.0

6.9
46.1

2011

2012

0

2011

2012

Operating income
Operating income ratio

0

2011

R&D expenses
R&D expenses ratio

2012

0

* R&D expenses, the R&D expenses ratio and capital
expenditures represent the sum of corresponding figures
for the former IT Services and Platform businesses

*1 Source: CY1996–2011 Japan x86 Server Market (Unit, Factory Revenue (Yen)), IDC, Worldwide Quarterly Server Tracker, 2012Q1
*2 Source: Nikkei Computer (16th Customer Satisfaction Survey, August 18, 2011 issue); 1st place integrated operation management software category
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software “WebSAM” was also ranked No. 1 in a customer

business sectors and operations through a

satisfaction survey*2 for the second straight year.

strategic cloud business partnership with
Microsoft Japan Co., Ltd. for large enterprises,

FOR FURTHER GROWTH

and stronger collaboration in integrated

Despite an uncertain outlook due to concerns about a

operation and management of systems with

recession in Europe and other factors, IT investment by

Oracle Corporation Japan.
Eyeing expansion of global business, NEC

customers in Japan, which had been curtailed since the
Lehman Brothers bankruptcy and the Great East Japan

aims to provide support to Japanese companies

Earthquake, has started to show signs of gradual recovery.

seeking to enter overseas markets as their

In anticipation of medium-term market developments, such

Contactless hybrid finger
scanner

strategic partner, with emphasis on companies

as progress on the shift to cloud computing and expanding

in the manufacturing and distribution sectors.

demand for IT systems in emerging countries, NEC will

One example is a cloud oriented accounting service

accelerate measures for future growth. Efforts will be focused

delivered to Sanden Corporation as a global accounting

on expanding the services business and global business.

system. NEC plans to roll out this system at their overseas

To expand the services business, NEC will enhance its

subsidiaries going forward.

lineup of platform products supporting the delivery of

Moreover, NEC will continue to strengthen business

services. In addition, NEC has opened data centers in

development based on globally competitive products and

Kansai and Hokkaido. In the hardware business, NEC will

services. These include solutions utilizing NEC’s world-class

contribute to power conservation efforts by supplying

biometrics technologies, such as fingerprint identification

servers, storage and other hardware that can operate in a

and face recognition. Another example is point-of-sale

40ºC environment, which is 5ºC higher than the general

(POS) systems, for which orders are increasing overseas

operating temperature limit for such equipment. In the

from major convenience store operators in Indonesia and

software business, NEC aims to help customers enhance

Mexico, among other customers.
Through the foregoing measures, the IT services and

management and create new business using Big Data,
which continues to increase tremendously. To this end, NEC

platform businesses will work as one and combine their

is working to increase sales of database software

expertise in specific business sectors and operations

“InfoFrame” that achieves flexible scalability and high

developed over the years, as well as technologies and

reliability through its competitive technology.

products where their strengths lie. The goal is to further

Furthermore, NEC will provide comprehensive support
ranging from design to operation of customers’ IT assets.

enhance and promote the supply of value-added solutions
from the customer’s viewpoint.

Measures include development of solutions for specific
ADVANTAGES OF IMPLEMENTING
UNIVERGE PF Series:

Installation space
(core switch, etc.)

Power consumption

Switching time in the
event of disruption

(U: Unit)

(kW)

(Seconds)
15

40

60

Approx. 14 kW

32U

Approx.
50 seconds

50

30

20

• Installation space and power
consumption: Reduced by 70-80%
• Switchover time in the event of a
disruption: Less than 1 second
• Dramatic reduction in operating costs

Reduction by
approx. 70%

10

10U

5

10

Reduction by
approx. 80%
Approx.
2.5 kW

40
30
20
10

0 NEC’s conventional ProgrammableFlow
network equipment

0 NEC’s conventional ProgrammableFlow
network equipment

Reduction by
approx. 98%

Less than
1 second

0 NEC’s conventional ProgrammableFlow
network equipment
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CARRIER NETWORK BUSINESS
NEC supplies equipment required for network implementation to telecom
carriers, along with network control platform systems and operating services.
NEC’s wealth of experience in large-scale network implementation and
strong technical capabilities contribute to the development of highly reliable
communications networks.

Shunichiro Tejima
Senior Vice President

FISCAL 2012 PERFORMANCE AND MAIN
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

extends its cover from access to metro area, following

Business segment sales increased 4.4% year on year to

had won more than 200,000 “iPASOLINK” orders on a

¥602.7 billion. This increase mainly reflected steady growth

cumulative basis as of May 2012. The services and

in sales of mobile network infrastructure in Japan, as well

management business expects to see market expansion

as submarine cable systems.

surpass growth in capital expenditures in network

commencement of sales in the previous fiscal year. NEC

Operating income improved ¥12.8 billion year on year to

infrastructure equipment. In this business, NEC launched

¥50.6 billion, mainly due to a sales increase in Japan and

M2M solutions “CONNEXIVE,” in addition to acquisition of

submarine cable systems.

the business support system division of Convergys

In fiscal 2012, NEC captured business opportunities

Corporation of the U.S. Through these initiatives, NEC

arising from data traffic growth driven by the uptake of

has reinforced its execution framework for bringing

smartphones in Japan. Notably, NEC began shipping LTE

globally competitive products and solutions to market as

base stations to KDDI Corporation in addition to NTT

early as possible.

DOCOMO, INC. In overseas business, NEC won large
submarine cable system projects linking Japan and various

FOR FURTHER GROWTH

Asian countries, including the South-East Asia Japan Cable

Data traffic is projected to grow sharply with the rapid

system in April 2011 and the Asia Pacific Gateway system

uptake of smartphones in Japan and growing demand for

in December 2011. In other areas, NEC made steady

mobile phones in emerging countries, presenting major

progress with the launch of new ultra-compact microwave

business opportunities for NEC. In this environment, NEC

communications system, “iPASOLINK” Series, which

will continue to concentrate business resources on four key

Sales

Operating income,
Operating income ratio

R&D expenses*,
R&D expenses ratio*

Capital expenditures*

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

800.0

60.0

60.0
50.7

50.6

600.0

577.2

6.3

602.7

40.0

8.4%

8.4%

37.9

8.0

52.7

8.3%

6.0

40.0
4.3

6.6%

400.0

4.0
20.0

20.0

200.0

0

2.0

2011

2012

0

2011

2012

Operating income
Operating income ratio
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0

2011

R&D expenses
R&D expenses ratio

2012

0

2011

2012

* R&D expenses, the R&D expenses ratio and capital
expenditures represent the figures for the former Carrier
Network business.

Aims of acquiring Convergys Corporation’s BSS operations

areas: wireless broadband access, mobile backhaul,
submarine cable systems, and services and management.

OSS

NEC will strive to enhance its position in global markets

BSS
Acquired in
2008

while driving growth in sales and earnings.

Acquired in
2012
BSS Business

In wireless broadband access, NEC entered into an

Meeting customer needs with
Integration Power

High customer satisfaction through
a variety of professional services

Hold strong OSS products

Hold strong BSS products

Globally expanding customer-based business

Customer base centralized in North America

agreement for collaboration with Cisco Systems, Inc. of the
U.S. on the deployment and sale of commercial LTE
networks targeting overseas markets. Cisco Systems
boasts a world-class delivery track record in the market for

Globally Offering Top Class Next Generation OSS/BSS

core networks. In addition to completing the LTE projects
in Japan currently under way, NEC will promote LTE
business in overseas markets through the joint supply of

demand in recent years for earthquake and tsunami

Cisco Systems’ mobile core systems, and NEC’s LTE base

observation systems.

stations. Furthermore, in femtocells, NEC already has 60

In services and management, NEC will combine the

commercial-use/trial-based contracts*1. By cultivating new

respective strengths of the operation support systems of

customers and increasing ties with existing ones, NEC will

NetCracker Technology Corp. and the business support

strive to further expand femtocell shipments.

system of Convergys, in order to achieve a fully integrated

In mobile backhaul, NEC has commenced a portion of

system including service implementation to operations,

PASOLINK development and production operations in

monitoring and billing. This will give NEC the ability to

India, one of the world’s largest markets for mobile

address the need for enhanced services and greater cost

backhaul. This move is aimed at minimizing the impact of

efficiency among telecom carriers. In other areas, NEC is

the yen’s appreciation and further enhancing PASOLINK’s

focusing on M2M solutions, which mainly target the

competitiveness. Looking ahead, NEC will continue to

domains of agriculture, the environment, energy,

bolster business development by taking full advantage of

transportation and logistics and remote control of

its advanced wireless transmission technology and high

machinery, as well as the cloud business, where NEC has

quality and efficient manufacturing operations.

already won orders from telecom carriers in Europe, Latin

In submarine cable systems, NEC will steadily drive

America and CIS countries. In these fields, NEC will further

business expansion by seizing business opportunities in

upgrade and extend its lineup of services in an effort to

the Asia-Pacific region, where demand is strong. Another

cultivate and develop overseas markets.

priority for expanding business will be to address growing

Smartphone Sales Volume
Ratio in Japan
(%)

TREND IN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
TRAFFIC IN JAPAN
(Terabytes)

75.1

80

100,000

68.7

80,000

56.6
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78,606

3.86 times

60,000
40

40,023

40,000

22.7

20

2009

27,512
20,386

20,000

6.8

0

60,683

50,103

2010

2011

2012

2013

(Estimate) (Estimate)

0 2010 2010 2011 2011 2011 2012
Jun. Dec. Jun. Sep. Dec. Mar.

LTE compact wireless base station
(MB4300 Series)

Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, MM Research Institute, Ltd. (Minato City, Tokyo)
*1 The number of commercial-use/trial-based contracts as of May 31, 2012.
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE BUSINESS
NEC provides eco-friendly, reliable and secure systems and solutions that
contribute to a comfortable society. Through information and
communications technology (ICT), these systems and solutions support the
sophisticated operation of social infrastructure, including broadcasting and
video distribution systems, control systems, transportation and public
network systems, fire and disaster prevention systems, and aerospace and
defense systems.
Tomonori Nishimura
Senior Vice President

FISCAL 2012 PERFORMANCE AND MAIN
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

installed on “TOKYO SKYTREE®”*2. Overseas, NEC supplied

Business segment sales increased 3.6% year on year to

first delivery in 1998 to the U.K., where the world’s first

¥330.4 billion. This increase mainly reflected steady growth

commercial digital terrestrial broadcasting service was

in the social systems field including broadcasting, and fire

launched, NEC has delivered more than 3,000 digital

and disaster prevention systems, despite a decline in sales

terrestrial TV transmitters to 42 countries around the world.

in the aerospace and defense systems fields due to

Leveraging this track record and its technical capabilities as

government expenditure cutbacks in Japan.

competitive advantages, NEC will continue to provide

digital broadcasting equipment to Argentina. Ever since its

Operating income improved ¥1.6 billion to ¥16.2 billion,

products that meet customer needs.
Since fiscal 2011, demand for disaster prevention

mainly reflecting increased sales and cost reductions.
In fiscal 2012, in the social systems field, particularly

systems in Japan has increased significantly due to regional

broadcasting and video distribution systems, NEC

enlargement and digitization of wireless communication

delivered a studio system for multimedia broadcasting to

networks of fire and disaster prevention systems. NEC has

mmbi, Inc., which launched “NOTTV TM,”*1 Japan’s first

maintained a high market share in this field by leveraging

broadcasting service for smartphone users. In addition,

software defined radio (SDR) technology developed ahead

digital terrestrial TV transmitters designed to provide digital

of the industry. Moreover, NEC also delivered postal

terrestrial TV broadcasting service to the Kanto region were

automation systems to Switzerland and Malaysia.

delivered to TV Asahi Corporation, TV TOKYO Corporation,

In the aerospace and defense systems field, NEC was

and Fuji Television Network, Inc. These digital terrestrial TV

chosen to design the systems of the asteroid explorer for

transmitters, which reduce power consumption by more

the “Hayabusa 2 Project,” which is scheduled for launch in

than 40% compared with conventional models, have been

2014. This comes in recognition of NEC’s solid track record

Sales

Operating income,
Operating income ratio

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio

Capital expenditures

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

400.0

20.0

10.0

318.8

330.4

300.0

14.6

4.0

7.5
4.9%

2.9%

4.6%

200.0

5.0

4.5

8.3

16.2

15.0

9.6

5.0

10.0

3.5

3.0

2.6%

2.0
100.0

0

2.5

5.0

2011

2012

0

2011

2012

Operating income
Operating income ratio

0

1.0

2011

2012

R&D expenses
R&D expenses ratio

*1 NOTTV is a trademark of mmbi, Inc.
*2 “TOKYO SKYTREE” is a registered trademark of TOBU RAILWAY CO., LTD. & TOBU TOWER SKYTREE CO., LTD.
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and experience in this field. The asteroid explorer will be
the successor to the original “Hayabusa” asteroid explorer,
which returned to Earth in June 2010.

FOR FURTHER GROWTH
The social infrastructure business should continue to
expand as earthquake recovery-related projects get fully
under way. Expansion should also be driven by continuing
demand for digital communications in the fire and disaster
prevention, broadcasting and transportation systems fields.
In light of this business environment, NEC’s first priority
will be to build a stable operating base by ensuring that it

Digital terrestrial TV transmitters
installed on “TOKYO SKYTREE®”
(Broadcasting and video distribution systems)

seizes business opportunities. Opportunities will include
replacement demand driven by regional enlargement and

NEC plans to market this satellite to emerging countries

digitization of wireless communications networks of fire and

primarily in Asia, where there are growing needs for owning

disaster prevention systems, upgrades to the second

satellites for disaster prevention and other purposes. NEC

generation of ETC systems, and renovation of broadcasting

also intends to create new businesses in the safety domain,

studio facilities. Another opportunity will be overseas

including surveillance of critical facilities and disaster

demand for TV transmitters.

prevention systems, with the view to develop the safety

Furthermore, NEC aims to launch new businesses by

business globally. This effort will comprehensively utilize

developing technologies related to telematics systems,

NEC’s strengths in various technologies such as sensor,

intelligent transportation system (ITS) communications

network and information processing technologies.

(vehicle-to-vehicle and road-to-vehicle communications)
and smart grids (control of energy).

NEC has other unique products, such as the X-info Table
(read “Cross-info Table”), a large tablet device that enables

NEC is also focused on expanding business globally by

the rapid gathering and analysis of information by multiple

utilizing the business assets it owns. NEC has a strong

people, and terahertz imagers, which has sensitivity in

track record in projects such as astronomical observation

terahertz waves*4 and can find out something from terahertz

satellites and the “Hayabusa” asteroid explorer. Leveraging

images that cannot be observed with visible light or infrared

this strength, NEC will develop compact Earth observation

radiation. By proposing unique solutions harnessing these

satellites with a low cost and short delivery time utilizing the

sorts of products, NEC will strive to win new customers.

NEXTAR small standard satellite bus module system*3.

“Hayabusa 2”
(Image provided by Akihiro Ikeshita)

High-performance fire-fighting command center
(Fire and disaster prevention systems)

*3 Bus system: Structurally, artificial satellites consist of a mission-specific component for performing communications, Earth observation and other tasks, and a bus
component that provides functions common to all satellites, such as attitude control and power supply. NEC is working on standardizing the bus component of satellites.
*4 Terahertz waves: These electromagnetic waves are situated between visible light / infrared radiation and radio waves. Because they can be transmitted through
paper, plastic, fabrics, smoke and other substances, terahertz waves are attracting high hopes for applications in various fields, such as non-destructive inspection,
NEC Corporation
healthcare and drug discovery and detection of illegal substances.
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PERSONAL SOLUTIONS BUSINESS
NEC supplies smartphones, mobile phones, Internet services, personal
computers for enterprises, display solutions and other products. It is also
engaged in the creation of new terminal devices that serve as interfaces
between cloud computing and users, and services that add value to such
terminals. Harnessing cutting-edge technology, NEC develops products and
services that are simple and convenient for everyone.

Takemitsu Kunio
Senior Vice President

FISCAL 2012 PERFORMANCE AND MAIN
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

NEC rolled out the DOCOMO smartphone “docomo NEXT

Business segment sales decreased 13.8% year on year to

next-generation LTE-based mobile phone service Xi™*2

¥661.0 billion. This decrease mainly reflected the

(read “crossy”). Overseas, NEC began shipping mobile

deconsolidation of the PC business for individual customers

phone products to the Chinese and Thai markets, after

from the second quarter, following the establishment of a

commencing shipments to Verizon Wireless of the U.S.

joint venture with Lenovo Group Limited. Another factor was

However, the competitive landscape intensified drastically

the negative impact of sluggish mobile phone sales.

in Japan due to the entry of overseas mobile phone

series MEDIAS LTE N-04D” that is compatible with the

The segment posted operating income of ¥1.0 billion, an

vendors into the domestic market. As a result, NEC’s

improvement of ¥2.9 billion from the operating loss

mobile phone sales volume fell far short of its initial target,

recorded in the previous fiscal year. This improvement was

and also decreased in year-on-year terms.

mainly due to more efficient spending of development
expenses and cost reductions.

In tablet devices, NEC was the industry’s first to launch a
tablet device for a telecom carrier, with the rollout of

In fiscal 2012, NEC concentrated its efforts in the mobile

DOCOMO tablet “MEDIAS TAB N-06D”. This model

phone business on the shift to smartphones and global

features a 7-inch high-definition LCD that can be used to

business expansion. In Japan, NEC put a smartphone

view the “NOTTV TM”*3 broadcasting service for smartphone

supply structure in place for Japan’s three major telecom

users. For enterprises, NEC launched “Cloud Communicator

carriers by launching “MEDIAS”*1 brand smartphones for

LT-B”, a tablet device optimal for business use, such as

KDDI Corporation and SOFTBANK MOBILE Corp.,

sales activities at stores and offices, as well as outside the

following a launch for NTT DOCOMO, INC. In addition,

office. Furthermore, Sumitomo Life Insurance Company has

Sales

Operating income (LOSS),
Operating income ratio

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio

Capital expenditures

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

10.0

60.0

(Billion ¥)
800.0

766.5

600.0

10.0
51.4

661.0

5.0

0.2%

45.0

8.0

7.6

2011

2012

6.7%
33.9

1.0

400.0

7.8

5.1%

6.0

30.0

0
–1.9

4.0

–0.2%

200.0

0

15.0

–5.0

2011

2012

–10.0

2011

2012

Operating income (loss)
Operating income ratio

0

2.0

2011

2012

R&D expenses
R&D expenses ratio

*1 MEDIAS is a trademark of NEC CASIO Mobile Communications, Ltd.
*2 Xi (crossy) is a trademark or registered trademark of NTT DOCOMO, INC. in Japan and/or other countries.
*3 NOTTV is a trademark of mmbi, Inc.
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chosen to use 40,000 NEC tablet PCs based on Windows®
and compatible with the LTE service as new handheld
devices for sales representatives. Through these activities,
NEC was endeavoring to expand its product lineup.

FOR FURTHER GROWTH
As the Japanese market goes through a dramatic
transformation, NEC’s mobile phone business has seen
sluggish growth in mobile phone sales volume, due to a
lack of competitiveness in smartphones and delays in

DOCOMO smartphone
“docomo with series MEDIAS X N-07D”

developing business globally. In response, NEC will
implement far-reaching structural reforms aimed at

addition to improving mobile phones themselves, in an effort

restoring sound operations. In tablet devices, NEC must

to further increase its competitiveness.

accelerate efforts to open up new markets. Going forward,

In addition to these measures, NEC plans to launch

NEC will strive to develop leaner operations to solve these

products that fit the needs of mobile phone carriers, by

issues, while working to expand business.

catering to regional and customer characteristics. Business

In the mobile phone business, NEC will first step up its
collaborative development with overseas Joint Design

will be expanded mainly in North America, but also in the
countries of Latin America and the APAC (Asia-Pacific) region.

Manufacturers (JDMs), together with the outsourcing of

In tablet devices, NEC will launch models for individual

production to overseas JDMs. This will enable NEC to

customers, while expanding the product lineup for telecom

streamline its development and production operations in

carriers and enterprises. Tablet devices offer prospects for a

Japan, while maintaining and increasing its competitiveness.

broad range of uses. Examples include devices to operate

Next, NEC will strive to develop mobile phones that fully

and display information about households including HEMS,

harness its edge in thin and lightweight technologies as

as well as for e-books and educational services. In fact,

well as water-proof, dust-proof, and shock-resistant

NEC has already built up a track record in implementing

technologies. NEC will focus on developing appealing

tablet devices at cable TV providers, educational institutes,

products, including foldable, dual-screen models. These

and financial institutions. Overseas, NEC will strengthen its

efforts will be directed at improving the competitiveness of

hand in the mobile cloud solution business in China. Building

NEC mobile phones. Also, NEC will strive to enhance

on its track record, NEC aims to steadily expand business

various services and links with the cloud-based services, in

worldwide.

“MEDIAS TAB N-06D” is a waterproof tablet
customers can use to watch “NOTTV TM”

Tablet device
“Cloud Communicator LT-B”
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R&D and Intellectual property Strategy
Based on its three long-term research visions, NEC is promoting R&D
activities that contribute to realizing an “information society friendly to
humans and the earth,” while closely tying these activities to its intellectual
assets and standardization strategies.
R&D Strategy

in the “C&C Cloud Strategy” and Smart Energy domains. In

In order to create “an information society friendly to humans

addition, NEC established the C&C Innovation Initiative with

and the earth,” which is asserted in the NEC Group Vision

the aim of strengthening marketing functions led by NEC

2017, it is important to increase both human creativity and

Central Research Laboratories. The C&C Innovation Initiative

vitality, while developing a sustainable society. To this end,

will work to explore potential needs through dialog with

NEC has established three themes as the foundation of its

customers and markets worldwide and create new

long-term R&D efforts. These are: “Harmony between

businesses. In other areas, NEC will accelerate “Global Open

people and society, people and IT, and all people

Innovation” through stronger partnerships with overseas

(Symbiosis),” “Creating a safe and secure society

universities and companies and by promoting R&D activities

(Dependable),” and “Mutual prosperity and harmony with the

closely tied to local markets mainly in emerging countries.

earth (Ecology).” Based on this long-term R&D policy, NEC

The goal is to contribute to global business expansion.

will focus on producing research achievements that
contribute to the “C&C Cloud Strategy” related business and

Main R&D Achievements in Fiscal 2012

Smart Energy business.

In fiscal 2012, in the “C&C Cloud Strategy” domain, NEC

In April 2012, NEC reorganized the R&D framework to

developed data processing platforms designed to support

speed up the contribution of R&D activities to business

the era of big data. For example, NEC developed high-

operations. The research organization was reorganized into

speed and real-time stream processing technologies for big

the Cloud Research Group and the Green Innovation

data enabling a processing speed of approximately 2.5

Research Group, in an effort to bolster the R&D framework

million events per second. NEC is also implementing R&D

Basic Policy ON OUR R&D
Enhance R&D Activities Based on Three Long-term Research
Visions (SYMBIOSIS, DEPENDABLE, ECOLOGY) to Realize the NEC Group Vision 2017

NEC GROUP VISION 2017
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“An information
society friendly to
humans and
the earth”
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Increase in human creativity
and vitality
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m
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activities aimed at detecting early signs of deterioration in

lithium-ion batteries by more than twice the conventional life

electronic devices, buildings and water pipes. To

span. Elsewhere, together with Tohoku University, NEC is

accomplish this, NEC has developed a vibration sensor

pursuing fundamental research aimed at developing next-

that can detect tiny, abnormal vibrations that were

generation LSIs that will reduce the standby power

previously difficult to capture. This was achieved by

consumption of electronic devices to zero, and succeed in

increasing sensor sensitivity roughly twenty-fold in

the development of its basic circuitry. These R&D

comparison to existing sensors.

achievements will contribute to the efficient use of energy.
Turning to the contribution of R&D achievements to

Furthermore, in the Smart Energy domain, rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries are expected to find more and more

business operations, NEC has adopted a proprietary

uses in homes, buildings, power grids and so forth. NEC

analytical algorithm for rapidly detecting deterioration in

developed a technology for extending the life span of

system performance and identifying the cause in its WebSAM

Initiatives to Develop New OpenFlow Network Control Technology
OpenFlow is attracting interest as a new
network control technology supporting
simple and flexible operation of increasingly
large and complex networks. NEC has
conducted R&D activities as a core member
of the OpenFlow Consortium, a
standardization body for this technology,
since its founding. NEC has pioneered R&D
and commercialization of OpenFlow
technologies. In 2011, NEC launched
“UNIVERGE PF Series” (ProgrammableFlow),
the world’s first network control products
equipped with OpenFlow technologies.
In fiscal 2012, NEC developed technology
for automating the configuration of network
equipment by using OpenFlow technologies
in a cloud-based environment—one that

automates the operation of large numbers of
servers and network devices. As a result, this
technology simultaneously reduces security
management and operation costs while
enhancing networks. As one part of this
development, NEC provides open source
software that automates the control of IT and
network resources for OpenStack, a cloudbased shared platform. In addition, NEC
focused on R&D efforts directed at building
efficient infrastructure for operators using
OpenFlow technologies. To address
burgeoning mobile communications traffic,
NEC developed a dynamic policy-based
mobile data offloading*1 technology for
mobile networks. This was done by installing
OpenFlow controllers in networks, and

• Priority: efficient usage of mobile networks to deal with rapid growth of heavy and diverse traffic led by
deployment of smart devices
• Approach: select appropriate mobile networks for each application based on control of mobile carriers
Advantages:
   • improve efficiency of network infrastructure for mobile carriers
   • improve performance and quality of applications for users
Payment

Movie

SNS

Apply rules for the
network selection for each
application

Payment

Movie

SNS

OpenFlow
Controller
Internet

Broad

Narrow
Mobile
carrier
network

Exclusive use

WiFi

Narrow

Internet

Mobile
carrier
network

Broad
WiFi

installing software with OpenFlow switch
functions in mobile terminals. As a result, this
technology allows networks to be utilized
more efficiently.
OpenFlow is a technology that enables an
SDN (Software Defined Network) to flexibly
change the network functions and
configurations using software. By achieving
automation of network design and
integration, along with network optimization
matched to IT, SDN will help to drive the
expansion of ICT services. OpenFlow is
greatly contributing to NEC’s active proposals
regarding demonstration experiments and
standardization work for the Open
Networking Foundation (ONF), an SDN
standardization organization that was
established in March 2011. In April 2012,
NEC joined forces with Stanford University
and the University of California, Berkeley of
the U.S., as well as various companies, to
establish the Open Network Research Center
(ONRC) and commenced related activities.
Leveraging its OpenFlow R&D
achievements and product development
experience amassed to date, as well as
ONRC initiatives, going forward NEC will
continue to actively pursue R&D activities
aimed at applying SDN In a variety of fields,
including cloud data centers, communication
carriers, and service providers.

OpenFlow
Switch function
Payment

Movie

SNS
Mobile terminal

Payment

Mobile terminal

Movie

SNS

Select and switch
mobile networks by
each application

*1 Mobile data offloading: To address growing cellular
network traffic, this technique reduces network
loads by diverting data traffic from mobile phones
to non-cellular networks, such as wireless LANs.
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Invariant Analyzer software, which analyzes system

its intellectual property from both quality and quantity

performance for large-scale cloud systems. Leveraging

standpoints. Specifically, NEC is concentrating on

achievements originating from NEC Central Research

establishing a global patent network, to support achieving

Laboratories, NEC’s R&D activities also contributed to the

an overseas sales ratio of 50% as targeted in the NEC

development of products such as a cloud-based recharging

Group Vision 2017. In the “C&C Cloud Strategy” and the

system and small-scale energy storage system.

Smart Energy domains in particular, NEC is carrying out

Going forward, by continuing to implement marketoriented R&D activities, NEC will work to continuously drive

Group-wide strategic patent projects on a global basis to
obtain strong patents and patents that are being utilized.
Furthermore, NEC believes that participating in standards

innovation to support the NEC Group with an emphasis on
enhancing R&D efficiency and accelerating the

initiatives will help create and expand businesses, and will

commercialization of new technologies.

also contribute to the stable offering of products and
services. In addition to pursuing a business model that

Intellectual property Strategy

utilizes standardization, NEC is engaged strategically in

The NEC Group owns approximately 64,000 patents

standardization activities by actively participating in

worldwide, including approximately 22,000 patents in

standardization entities both in Japan and overseas. Also, as

Japan (as of March 2012). NEC positions intellectual

part of external engagements with intellectual property, NEC

property as “the foundation for the NEC Group’s business

is actively pursuing licensing activities to reduce business

competitiveness and stability,” and is working to strengthen

risks and expand business opportunities.

Development of High-Speed and Real-Time Stream Processing Technologies
for Big Data Enabling Processing Speeds of 2.5 Million Events per Second
As a variety of digital information has
become available, the amount of information
accessible to society using sensors, mobile
terminals and other devices has exploded. In
this era of big data, it is crucial to create
value by identifying useful data from the
massive amount of information available. It is
then important to process and analyze that

data, so that it can be promptly fed back to
the real world. NEC is focusing R&D efforts
on data processing platform technology. This
technology is set to become a wellspring of
competitiveness for enterprises seeking to
create value using big data.
In fiscal 2012, NEC developed stream
processing technologies that can process

Achieved world’s fastest processing speed of
approximately 2.50 million events per second
Latest technology developed by NEC

Rapidly detect changes in
the real world and take action
Rules
Real-time processing
of big data
Process without
storing

Extract useful insight and laws
from big stored data
Insights and laws
High-speed processing
of big stored data

Store
Big stored data
Big data processing platform

Sensors, terminals, IT systems (mobile phones, POS systems, automobiles, cameras, etc.)
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big data gathered from numerous sensors
and mobile terminals at high speeds and
provide information in real time according to
user conditions. Previously, the technique for
performing this type of data processing was
to first gather all the data into a database
and then process it all at once. This made it
difficult to provide information in real time.
The latest technology developed by NEC
processes only data that satisfy certain
conditions based on a high-speed
comparison of data gathered by sensors
against predetermined conditions for
required data. Through this approach, NEC
has achieved the world’s fastest processing
speed of approximately 2.5 million events
per second. This system has adequate
processing power, for example, to smoothly
process data updated every minute from all
of the roughly 80 million vehicles owned in
Japan, enabling users to monitor everchanging information on traffic congestion
and other parameters in real time.
NEC possesses the world’s fastest data
processing platform technologies and
advanced data analysis technologies.
Leveraging these strengths, NEC will strive
to create new added value utilizing big data.

activities for contributing to the environment
and society
In this section, NEC presents its environmental management and corporate
citizenship activities, from the standpoint of corporate social responsibility (CSR).
Environmental Management Activities
To contribute on the environmental front to realizing the NEC
Group Vision 2017, NEC formulated an action plan in June
2010 called the NEC Group Environmental Management
Action Plan 2017/2030. Under the plan, NEC is promoting
environmental management based on three key
perspectives—low carbon, ecosystem and biodiversity
preservation, and resource recycling and conservation.
From the low carbon perspective, NEC aims to reduce total
CO2 emissions by 15 million tons from fiscal 2011 to fiscal
2018 through the provision of IT/Network solutions that help to
reduce the environmental impact of customers and society. In
fiscal 2012, NEC helped to reduce an additional 2.31 million
tons of CO2 emissions (a total of 4.43 million tons from fiscal
2011). Also, NEC improved the energy efficiency of its
products by 66% in fiscal 2012 compared with its products in
fiscal 2006.
Furthermore, NEC will strengthen its hand in providing smart
energy solutions combining energy storage systems and
energy management systems (EMS), as well as electric vehicle
charging infrastructure. The goal is to help achieve a new
energy-efficient society.
From the perspective of ecosystem and biodiversity
preservation, NEC aims to increase participation in its corporate
citizenship program designed to promote biodiversity
preservation to 12,000 people by fiscal 2018. In fiscal 2012,
NEC enhanced its biodiversity preservation activities based on
its guidelines. As a result, participation in NEC’s global
biodiversity preservation program increased by 1,821 people to
8,032 people. In addition, NEC has continued to develop
solutions that contribute to preserving biodiversity such as
monitoring of natural ecosystems using wireless sensors.
In resource recycling and conservation, NEC has
established the goal of “using bioplastics in all core products”
by fiscal 2018. In fiscal 2012, NEC used bioplastics in two
more products, namely LCD projectors and POS terminals,
bringing the total number of such products to six. Looking
ahead, NEC will continue promoting bioplastics development
activities, including efforts to commercialize a new bioplastic
that it unveiled in August 2010. With a plant ratio of more
than 70%, this new bioplastic is produced from non-edible
plant ingredients that pose no concern about encroaching on
food supplies.

NEC “TOMONI” Project
In July 2011, NEC launched NEC “TOMONI” Project (“We are
with you”) to implement restoration and recovery efforts together
with people in the regions affected by the Great East Japan
Earthquake, and to pull the entire NEC Group together as “One
NEC” behind these efforts. NEC “TOMONI” Project (“We are
with you”) has two programs: volunteer activities in support of
disaster-affected regions, and social contribution initiatives
supporting recovery and reconstruction.
(1) Volunteer activities in
support of disasteraffected regions
NEC held a total of 7
volunteer activity projects
in the affected regions
through March 2012. A
total of 358 NEC officers
Employees remove rubble in
and employees
Minamisanriku Town.
participated in these
projects. The volunteers
gave their time to collect
fishing and ship
equipment washed up
on-shore by the tsunami,
remove rubble and assist
with the operation of the
Employees help to sell miso at
Fukkouichi*1 (“Recovery
the Fukkouichi (“Recovery
Market”) event
Market”) event held in
Minamisanriku Town.
(2) Social contribution programs tied to support for restoration
and recovery
NEC implemented 17 social contribution programs through
March 2012, focusing on people with disabilities, other socially
vulnerable groups and children, while utilizing existing social
contribution programs.
Some of the programs held in the affected regions included
the NEC Guide Dog Caravan, which supports training of guide
dogs, the NEC Galileo Club, which offers hands-on science
classes for children, and the NEC IT Workshop for Mothers.
*1 Fukkouichi (“Recovery Market”) is an event designed to have shopkeepers
from Minamisanriku Town’s shopping street and other town residents join
forces to restore happiness to their town. Fukkouchi embodies the
townspeople’s hopes of rebuilding a town that fills people’s lives with
happiness.

NEC’s inclusion in major socially responsible investment (SRI) indexes:
• Dow Jones Sustainability World Index, SAM Bronze Class
• FTSE4Good Global Index
• ETHIBEL EXCELLENCE
• MS-SRI Morningstar Socially Responsible Investment Index
Please visit the NEC website at the following URL for further details on NEC’s CSR activities.
http://www.nec.co.jp/csr/en/
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Directors and Corporate Auditors
(As of June 22, 2012)

Directors

Kaoru Yano

Nobuhiro Endo

Takashi Niino

April
June
June

April
April
April
June

April
April
April
June

Chairman of the Board

October
June
April
April
April

President (Representative Director)

1966 Joined NEC Corporation
1995 Member of the Board
1999	Senior Vice President and
Member of the Board
2002	Executive Vice President and
Member of the Board
2004 Senior Executive Vice President and
Member of the Board
(Representative Director)
2006 President (Representative Director)
2010 Chairman of the Board
(Representative Director)
2012 Chairman of the Board

April

Senior Executive Vice President and
Member of the Board (Representative Director)

1981 Joined NEC Corporation
2006 Associate Senior Vice President
2009	Senior Vice President
2009	Senior Vice President and
Member of the Board
2010 President (Representative Director)

April

1977 Joined NEC Corporation
2008 Associate Senior Vice President
2010 Senior Vice President
2011	Senior Vice President and
Member of the Board
2012	Senior Executive Vice President,
CSO (Chief Strategy Officer),
CIO (Chief Information Officer) and
Member of the Board
(Representative Director)

Kenji Miyahara*1

Hideaki Takahashi*1

Takeshi Kunibe*1

June
June

March

June
October
June

Member of the Board
Honorary Adviser, Sumitomo Corporation
[Independent Director]*3

June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Member of the Board
Professor, Keio University Graduate School of
Media and Governance [Independent Director]*3

1986 Director, Sumitomo Corporation
1990	Managing Director,
Sumitomo Corporation
1993	Senior Managing Director,
Sumitomo Corporation
1995 Executive Vice President,
Sumitomo Corporation
1996	President and Chief Executive Officer,
Sumitomo Corporation
2001	Chairman of the Board,
Sumitomo Corporation
2007 Member of the Board,
NEC Corporation (to present)
2007	Senior Adviser, Sumitomo Corporation
2010 Honorary Adviser,
Sumitomo Corporation (to present)

Member of the Board
President and Chief Executive Officer,
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation “SMBC”

1992 Executive Vice President and
Representative Director,
NCR Japan, Ltd.
December 1997 Senior Vice President,
NCR Corporation, Chairman and
Representative Director, NCR Japan,
Ltd.
July
1999 Deputy President, Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.
March
2000 Deputy President and Representative
Director, Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.
January 2006	Professor, Keio University Graduate
School of Media and Governance
(to present)
June
2007 Member of the Board,
NEC Corporation (to present)

April
April
June

2003	Director, SMBC
2006	Managing Director, SMBC
2007	Director and Member of the Board of
Directors, Sumitomo Mitsui Financial
Group, Inc. (to present)
2009	Senior Managing Director and Member
of the Board of Directors, SMBC
2011 President and Chief Executive Officer,
SMBC (to present)
2011	Member of the Board,
NEC Corporation (to present)

Corporate Auditors
Konosuke Kashima

Corporate Auditor

Takao Ono

Corporate Auditor

Full-time

Satoshi Itoh*2

Corporate Auditor

Certified Public Accountant

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*3

Ryoji Nakagawa*2

Corporate Auditor

Attorney at Law

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*3

Hideo Yamada*2

Corporate Auditor

Professor, Waseda University, Graduate School of Commerce

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*3
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Full-time

Junji Yasui

Toshiyuki Mineno

Isamu Kawashima

April
April
April
June

April
April
April
June

April
April

Senior Executive Vice President and
Member of the Board (Representative Director)

April
April

1973	Joined NEC Corporation
2004 Associate Senior Vice President
2008	Senior Vice President
2008	Senior Vice President and Member of
the Board
2010 Executive Vice President and Member
of the Board
2012	Senior Executive Vice President,
CSCO (Chief Supply Chain Officer) and
Member of the Board
(Representative Director)

Executive Vice President and Member of the Board

July
April

1974	Joined NEC Corporation
2007	Associate Senior Vice President
2009	Senior Vice President
2010 Senior Vice President and Member of
the Board
2011 Executive Vice President and Member
of the Board
2012 Executive Vice President,
CMO (Chief Marketing Officer) and
Member of the Board

Hitoshi Ogita*1

Kaori Sasaki*1

March

July

Member of the Board
Chairman of the Board and Representative Director,
Asahi Group Holdings, Ltd. [Independent Director]*3
1997 Director, Asahi Breweries, Ltd.
(currently Asahi Group Holdings, Ltd.)
March
2000	Managing Corporate Officer,
Asahi Breweries, Ltd.
March
2002 Senior Managing Corporate Officer,
Asahi Breweries, Ltd.
September 2002	Corporate Officer and Vice President,
Asahi Soft Drinks, Ltd.
March
2003 President and Representative Director,
Asahi Soft Drinks, Ltd.
March
2006 President and Representative Director,
Asahi Breweries, Ltd.
March
2010 Chairman of the Board and
Representative Director, Asahi
Breweries, Ltd. (to present)
June
2012 Member of the Board,
NEC Corporation (to present)

Associate Senior Vice President and
Member of the Board

June
July

1981	Joined NEC Corporation
2009 General Manager,
Corporate Controller Division
2011	Member of the Board
2011	Associate Senior Vice President,
CFO (Chief Financial Officer) and
Member of the Board

Member of the Board
President and CEO, ewoman, Inc.
[Independent Director]*3

March
June

1987	President and CEO,
UNICUL International, Inc. (to present)
2000	President and CEO,
ewoman, Inc. (to present)
2012 Member of the Board,
NEC Corporation (to present)

*1 Outside directors as stipulated in Item 15 of Article 2 of the Company Law of Japan
*2 Outside corporate auditors as stipulated in Item 16 of Article 2 of the Company Law of Japan
*3 NEC has notified the securities exchanges of Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka and Sapporo, on which NEC has listed its shares, of the independent directors and
corporate auditors who will have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general shareholders, the criteria of which are defined by each of these securities exchanges.
For further details on the directors and corporate auditors of NEC Corporation, please visit the following websites:
Directors:

http://www.nec.com/en/global/about/executives/directors.html

Corporate Auditors:

http://www.nec.com/en/global/about/executives/auditors.html
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
(As of June 22, 2012)

In recognition of the fact that reliable corporate governance is essential to
the maximization of corporate value, NEC is committed to strengthening its
corporate governance practices through (1) assurance of transparent and
sound management, (2) realization of prompt decision making and
business execution, (3) clarification of accountability and (4) timely,
appropriate and fair disclosure of information.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

cooperation among NEC’s corporate auditors, internal

NEC has adopted the corporate auditor system of

auditing division and accounting auditors.

corporate governance, as illustrated in the chart below.

NEC has formulated a Company-wide strategy for realizing

NEC has introduced a corporate officer system to

the NEC’s Group Vision 2017. To this end, NEC appointed

separate management supervision from business execution

inside directors as chief officers in July 2011 to lead business

and implement business operations based on prompt

unit operations and promote business development.

decision-making. This has involved transferring substantial

NEC believes that its corporate governance is functioning

authority for business execution from the Board of Directors

adequately under the current system described above.

to corporate officers. The total number of directors was

Nonetheless, NEC will make continuous improvements to

reduced from 15 to 13 at the Ordinary General Meeting of

this system in line with changes in the business

Shareholders held on June 22, 2011. The total number of

environment in order to establish an optimal corporate

directors was further reduced to 11 at the Ordinary General

governance system.

Meeting of Shareholders held on June 22, 2012. NEC has

http://www.nec.co.jp/profile/en/governance.html

also been strengthening the supervisory functions of the
Board of Directors by ensuring that 5 of the 11 directors are

Independence of Outside Directors and

outside directors. Furthermore, NEC has been working to

Outside Corporate Auditors

improve transparency of personnel matters of directors and

NEC appoints as outside directors personnel who are

corporate auditors and remuneration of directors and

independent from the Company’s management and who

corporate officers by making decisions on such matters

have experience of corporate management and deep

based on the results of discussions by the Nomination and

insight for the purpose of (i) strengthening the supervisory

Compensation Committee. NEC has also put in place

functions over business execution; (ii) obtaining a broad

personnel and systems to reinforce the functions of the

range of advice on corporate management; and (iii)

corporate auditor’s audit, while encouraging closer

enhancing accountability for management.

Corporate Governance Structure
GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
Elect and Dismiss
Audit

Elect and Dismiss

Management/
Supervision

Board of Directors

Board of
Corporate Auditors

Accounting
Auditors
Cooperate

Elect and Dismiss

Audit

5 Corporate Auditors,
including 3 Outside Corporate Auditors

11 Directors
Chairman of the Board
President
4 Chief Officers
5 Outside Directors

Cooperate
Cooperate

Corporate
Auditing Bureau

corporate staff with expertise
related to internal audits, etc.
(approx. 50 members)

Business
Execution
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Nomination and
Deliberate/
Compensation Committee
Report
5 members,
including 3 Outside Directors

Supervise
Executive
Committee

around 20 corporate officers

Internal Audits

Business Progress
Committee

corporate officers and executive general
managers of business units, etc.

(Corporate Officers)
Business Units/Corporate Staff/Affiliate Companies

Aiming to ensure that these roles and functions expected

REMUNERATION FOR DIRECTORS AND CORPORATE

of outside directors are properly fulfilled, NEC has been

AUDITORS

working to enhance deliberations by the Board of Directors

For the purpose of continuously improving corporate value

through such means as briefing outside directors in

and strengthening its competitiveness, NEC’s basic policy

advance on particularly important proposals to be put

on the remuneration for directors and corporate auditors is

forward to the meetings of the Board of Directors. NEC

to establish a remuneration level and structure appropriate

also provides support to outside directors in order to

for a global company. This policy is designed to enable NEC

facilitate their understanding of the NEC Group, such as by

to secure excellent human resources while providing

organizing tours of business sites and exhibitions of NEC

additional incentive for directors and corporate auditors to

and its subsidiaries.

improve the performance of the NEC Group.

Furthermore, since June 2004 the term of directors has

Remuneration for directors consists of fixed monthly

been set at one year in order to clarify their responsibility

remuneration and bonuses linked to business results. The

for management every fiscal year.

fixed monthly remuneration is determined according to their

NEC appoints as outside corporate auditors personnel

positions and whether they are an outside director or not, to

who are independent from the Company’s management

the extent of the maximum amount approved at the General

and who have the experience and knowledge necessary to

Meeting of Shareholders. The bonuses are calculated by

conduct audits, in order to ensure that audits are

adding an amount determined based on an evaluation of the

conducted from a neutral and objective perspective.

contribution of their performance to the business results of
NEC during the previous fiscal year to a standard amount

Major Activities of Outside Directors and Outside Corporate

prescribed based on their position. Given that outside

Auditors for Fiscal 2012

directors are expected to play a leading role in supervision

Name

Yoshinari
Hara

Sawako
Nohara

Kenji
Miyahara

Hideaki
Takahashi

Takeshi
Kunibe

Satoshi
Itoh

Ryoji
Nakagawa

Hideo
Yamada

Major Activities

He attended 13 meetings of the Board of Directors
out of 14 meetings held during fiscal 2012 and made
remarks, including questions and opinions as
appropriate, mainly based on his extensive
experience and deep insight as a corporate manager.
She attended all of the 14 meetings of the Board of
Directors held during fiscal 2012 and made remarks,
including questions and opinions as appropriate,
mainly from the perspective of end users centered
on consumers and citizens.

over business execution, no bonuses are paid to outside
directors from the viewpoint of ensuring their independence.
Remuneration for corporate auditors is only fixed monthly
remuneration and does not include bonuses linked to business
results because the responsibility of corporate auditors is to
audit the performance of directors. The fixed monthly
remuneration is determined according to whether they are a
full-time corporate auditor or not, to the extent of the maximum

He attended 13 meetings of the Board of Directors
out of 14 meetings held during fiscal 2012 and made
remarks, including questions and opinions as
appropriate, mainly based on his extensive
experience and deep insight as a corporate manager.

amount approved at the General Meeting of Shareholders.

He attended 13 meetings of the Board of Directors
out of 14 meetings held during fiscal 2012 and made
remarks, including questions and opinions as
appropriate, mainly based on his extensive
experience and deep insight as a corporate manager.

based on the results of deliberations of this remuneration from

After the assumption of office as Director of the
Company, he attended 8 meetings of the Board of
Directors out of 10 meetings held during fiscal 2012
and made remarks, including questions and opinions
as appropriate, mainly based on his extensive
experience and deep insight as a bank manager.
He attended all of the 14 meetings of the Board of
Directors, and all of the 14 meetings of the Board of
Corporate Auditors, both held during fiscal 2012 and
made remarks, including questions and opinions as
appropriate, mainly based on his extensive
experience and deep insight as a financial and
accounting expert.
He attended all of the 14 meetings of the Board of
Directors, and all of the 14 meetings of the Board of
Corporate Auditors, both held during fiscal 2012,
and made remarks, including questions and opinions
as appropriate mainly based on his extensive
experience and deep insight as a legal expert.
After the assumption of office as Corporate Auditor
of the Company, he attended all of the 10 meetings
of the Board of Directors, and all of the 11 meetings
of the Board of Corporate Auditors, both held during
fiscal 2012 and made remarks, including questions
and opinions as appropriate mainly based on his
deep insight regarding management strategy and
expertise in finance and accounting.

Regarding the process of determination, remuneration for
directors is determined by resolution of the Board of Directors
an objective perspective by the Nomination and
Compensation Committee, of which the majority of members
are outside members (one of whom is the chairperson).
Remuneration for corporate auditors is determined through
discussions within the Board of Corporate Auditors.
Bonuses to directors are calculated based on key
indicators (net sales, operating income, etc.) of the NEC
Group’s consolidated business performance for the
previous fiscal year.
In order to ensure the objectiveness and properness of
remuneration for directors and corporate auditors, the level
of the remuneration is determined based on the result of a
third party’s investigation regarding the remuneration of
other companies whose business content and scale are
similar to those of the Company.
NEC abolished the retirement allowance system for
directors and corporate auditors at the close of the 168th
Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on June 22,
2006. In order to promote management focused on creating
shareholder value, NEC recommends that inside directors
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purchase NEC’s shares through the Director and Corporate

plant tours. Efforts are also focused on improving

Auditor Shareholding Association and retain ownership of

disclosure of information on NEC’s website, including the

the shares throughout their terms of office.

disclosure of materials, audio streams and other

Amounts of Remuneration for Fiscal 2012

information issued at presentations and other events, both

Fixed remuneration
Headcount

Total remuneration

18
(6)

¥383 million
(¥59 million)

7
(4)

¥93 million
(¥35 million)

Directors
(of which, Outside Directors)

Corporate Auditors
(of which, Outside Corporate Auditors)

Notes: 1. The above headcount includes 5 directors and 2 corporate auditors who
retired at the close of the 173rd Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
held on June 22, 2011.
2. The maximum monthly remuneration for directors is ¥65,000,000
(approved at the 153rd Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on
June 27, 1991).
3. The maximum monthly remuneration for corporate auditors is
¥12,000,000 (approved at the 170th Ordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders held on June 23, 2008).

in Japanese and English, and enhancing investor relations
activities on a global scale, including visiting overseas
institutional investors. Disclosure to individual investors
includes presentations and a website for these investors.
http://www.nec.com/en/global/ir/corporate/
disclosure.html

(Disclosure Policy)
OWNERSHIP OF SHARES
As of March 31, 2012, the number of stocks classified as
investment securities held for purposes other than realizing
income and capital gain was 457 and the total balance

INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

sheet amount of these stocks was ¥144,102 million. The

NEC has established and implemented its internal control

top 10 stocks based on the balance sheet amount (except

system based on the basic policy for maintenance of the

unlisted stocks) are as follows:

system to ensure the properness of the Company’s
operations as provided in Item 6, Paragraph 4 of Article 362

Top 10 Stocks Based on Balance Sheet Amount


As of March 31, 2012

of the Company Law adopted by resolution of the Board of
Directors (the “Policy”). NEC assessed the status of the
implementation of its internal control system for fiscal 2012

281,129

20,791

①1

8,312

9,011

②2

Sumitomo Electric Industries,
Ltd.

6,914

7,834

③3

12,901

3,406

④4

MS&AD Insurance Group
Holdings, Inc.

1,570

2,668

④4

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STRUCTURE

MEIDENSHA CORPORATION

8,730

2,628

③3

NEC recognizes the importance of providing timely, proper

NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND
TELEPHONE CORPORATION

686

2,576

④4

corporate value from the capital markets. Accordingly, NEC

Taisho Pharmaceutical Holdings
Co., Ltd.

330

2,214

④4

regularly strives to ensure that internal divisions and

Seven Bank, Ltd.

10,000

1,810

③3

subsidiaries have a clear understanding of timely disclosure

1st Holdings, Inc.

3,133

1,723

④4

and other rules issued by financial instruments exchanges,

Note: Figures less than one thousand are rounded down.

internal control system properly based on the Policy.
The Basic Policy on Internal Control Systems is
disclosed on NEC’s corporate website.
http://www.nec.co.jp/profile/en/internalcontrol.html

and fair disclosure to obtain a fair evaluation of its

while establishing a framework for communication between
relevant internal head office divisions and subsidiaries.
Furthermore, NEC holds various events for the news
media, analysts and institutional investors. Examples
include management
strategy presentations
and quarterly

1	Due to the background of the establishment of the company as a joint venture
with its pertinent group companies
2	At the request of the company
3	To maintain and strengthen business relations with the company
4	To maintain and strengthen business relations with the company and its group
companies

No stocks classified as investment securities are held for
the purposes of realizing income and capital gain.
In fiscal 2012, there was no stock classified as
investment securities for which the purpose of holding

presentations by

changed from realizing income and capital gain to another

senior management,

purpose, and vice versa.

strategy presentations
by various responsible
managers, including

NEC Corporation
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Sumitomo Mitsui Trust
Holdings, Inc.

earnings

as well as business

Presentation for individual investors

Lenovo Group Limited

Book value
Holding
(Millions of yen) purpose

Anritsu Corporation

and confirmed that it has established and implemented its

33

Name of stock

Number of
shares
(Thousands of
shares)

Financial Section

Contents

35 Management’s discussion and analysis
45	Consolidated Balance Sheets
47	Consolidated Statements of Operations
48 consolidated statements of comprehensive income
49	Consolidated Statements of Changes in net assets
51	Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
53	Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
87	Independent auditor’s Report
Note: U.S. dollar amounts are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥82 = U.S.$1.
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Investor Information
Unit
Transfer Agent
for Common
Stock
Handling Agent
for Common
Stock
(Mailing
Address)

Composition of Shareholders
(Percentage of shares (%))

1,000 shares
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, Limited
1-4-1, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

(As of March 31, 2012)
National and Local Governments

Foreign Investors

Stock Transfer Agency Department,
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, Limited
1-4-1, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
Stock Transfer Agency Department,
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, Limited
1-10, Nikkocho, Fuchu, Tokyo 183-8701, Japan
(Telephone)
0120-176-417 (Toll free in Japan)
Stock Exchange Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka, Sapporo
Listings and
Quotations

0.00%

24.28%

Financial Institutions

28.22%

Number of
shareholders:
271,589

Japanese
Individuals
and others

41.45%

Securities Companies

1.86%

Other Corporations

4.19%

Major Shareholders (Top 10) (As of March 31, 2012)
Name of Shareholders

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account)
The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account)
SSBT OD05 Omnibus Account-Treaty Clients
NEC Employee Shareholding Association
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account No.9)
Nippon Life Insurance Company
Sumitomo Life Insurance Company
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account No.4)
The Bank of New York Europe Limited 131705
Tam Two

Number of Shares
Held (Thousands of
shares)

Shareholding
Ratio (%)

142,433
121,633
78,312
52,556
50,855
41,977
41,000
33,799
27,617
23,417

5.48
4.68
3.01
2.02
1.96
1.62
1.58
1.30
1.06
0.90

Note: The shareholding ratio is calculated by excluding the number of treasury stock (5,512,435 shares).

Stock Price Range (Based on closing value on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Stock Code: 6701)
Stock Price (Yen)
800

600

400

200

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Year’s high ·········

670

………

605

………

397

………

312

………

190

·········

Year’s low ·········

376

………

218

………

210

………

162

………

147

·········

(On a quarterly basis for the years ended March 31)
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Corporate Overview
Company Name	NEC Corporation
Address

7-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8001, Japan

Established

July 17, 1899

President	Nobuhiro Endo
Capital

¥397.2 billion (As of March 31, 2012)

Shares of Common Stock Issued

2,604,732,635 shares (As of March 31, 2012)

Consolidated Net Sales

¥3,036.8 billion (Year ended March 31, 2012)

Business Segments	IT Solutions Business (IT Services, Platform)
	Carrier Network Business
	Social Infrastructure Business
	Personal Solutions Business
Number of Employees

109,102 (NEC Corporation and consolidated subsidiaries)
(As of March 31, 2012)

Organization Chart
Sales Business Unit

International Sales and Operations Business Unit

Smart Energy Business Operations Unit

Personal Solutions Business Unit

Social Infrastructure Solutions
Business Unit

Carrier Network Business Unit

Platform Business Unit

IT Services Business Unit

Intellectual Asset R&D Unit
Corporate Staff

Board of Directors
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Corporate Auditors

Investor Relations (IR) website

http://www.nec.com/en/global/ir
Posted on the NEC Investor Relations (IR) website are presentation
materials and other documents, NEC’s financial position and
business results, stock and bond information, and much more.
NEC constantly strives to enhance the disclosure on this website.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
This annual report contains forward-looking statements pertaining to strategies, financial targets, technology, products and services, and business performance of NEC
Corporation and its consolidated subsidiaries (collectively “NEC”). Written forward-looking statements may appear in other documents that NEC files with financial instruments
exchanges or regulatory authorities, such as the Director of the Kanto Finance Bureau, and in reports to shareholders and other communications. NEC is relying on certain
safe-harbors for forward-looking statements in making these disclosures. Some of the forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking words such
as “believes,” “expects,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “seeks,” “intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “targets,” “aims,” or “anticipates,” or the negative of those words, or other comparable
words or phrases. You can also identify forward-looking statements by discussions of strategy, beliefs, plans, targets, or intentions. Forward-looking statements necessarily
depend on currently available assumptions, data, or methods that may be incorrect or imprecise and NEC may not be able to realize the results expected by them. You
should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which reflect NEC’s analysis and expectations only. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve inherent risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking
statements. Among the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements include (i) global economic conditions and general economic conditions
in NEC’s markets, (ii) fluctuating demand for, and competitive pricing pressure on, NEC’s products and services, (iii) NEC’s ability to continue to win acceptance of NEC’s
products and services in highly competitive markets, (iv) NEC’s ability to expand into foreign markets, such as China, (v) regulatory change and uncertainty and potential legal
liability relating to NEC’s business and operations, (vi) NEC’s ability to restructure, or otherwise adjust, its operations to reflect changing market conditions, (vii) movement of
currency exchange rates, particularly the rate between the yen and the U.S. dollar, (viii) the impact of unfavorable conditions or developments, including share price declines, in
the equity markets which may result in losses from devaluation of listed securities held by NEC, and (ix) impact of any regulatory action or legal proceeding against NEC. Any
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made. New risks and uncertainties come up from time to time, and it is impossible for NEC to predict
these events or how they may affect NEC. NEC does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any of the forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events, or otherwise.
The management targets included in this annual report are not projections, and do not represent management’s current estimates of future performance. Rather, they
represent targets that management will strive to achieve through the successful implementation of NEC’s business strategies.
Finally, NEC cautions you that the statements made in this annual report are not an offer of marketable securities for sale. Marketable securities may not be offered or sold in
any jurisdiction in which required registration is absent or an exemption from registration under the applicable securities laws is not granted.

Trademarks
• NEC is a registered trademark of NEC Corporation in Japan and other countries.
• All other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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